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Sodium dioxide? No way!
Surely J. Blair Seaborn was misquoted
in “A Canadian Perspective on Acid
Deposition” [March-April 1982, p. 671.
If not, he should brush up on his chemistry as some aquatic life may be endangered by the deposition of oxides of sulfur but not from sodium dioxide as he
stated. Sodium is an alkali metal and
not acid-forming. He is also wrong
about the sources of the two pollutants.
Oxides of sulfur are emitted from power
stations, burning high-sulfur coal, but
oxides of nitrogen are primarily emitted
from internal combustion engines.
Incidently, the oligotrophic lakes of
the Laurentian Shield were never very
productive of fish, but because of their
relative isolation, they did produce
trophy fish. Now, over fishing plus “acid
rain” may reduce the standing crop in
these marginal waters.
William S. Brenneman
Jelm, Wyoming
M r . Seaborn knows his chemistry, but
not all copy editors do. The mix-up occurred when SOr in Mr. Seaborn’s manuscript was translated as sodium dioxide
in our office. Apologies to Mr. Seaborn
and JSWC Readers.
Editor

Soil-saving myths and realities
The recent article by Crosson and Miranowski [January-February 1982, pp.
27-29] highlights our urgent need for definitive information on the relationships
between soil erosion; soil productivity
(in the agricultural sense); on-site and
off-site benefits and returns, monetary
and nonmonetary, both short-term and
long-term; and the effects of soil erosion
and soil conservation on the capitalized
value of farmland. These relationships
are not in any sense as well defined, nor
their operations and interactions as
mechanistic, clearly discernible, and
subject to rational marketplace analysis
as these authors seem to suggest.
I would suggest that the effects of “exploitive and conserving practices” are
among the least significant of the several
factors that determine “the net present
value” of land in our active farmland
pool. It is doubtful that the agricultural
130 Journal of Soil and Water Conservatio

land market induces a sensitivity to the
long-term effects of erosion on productivity, to say nothing of the extent to
which these effects are important or
how their importance might be determined.
On a less esoteric level, let us deal
with some misconceptions regarding the
matter of “cross-compliance,” First, the
fact that cross-compliance has been “denounced in the halls of Congress” hardly
constitutes a decisive argument either for
or against it. Moreover, the objectivity
of the 1980 RCA public response exercise, whereby a majority of a supposedly
representative and voluntary sample of
farmers opposed cross-compliance, is
suspect in the minds of many who
worked closely with that process. At’
least two objective surveys of farmer attitudes on conservation matters, in
which respondents were not “coached,”
have revealed that a majority of farmers
see cross-compliance as reasonable, fair,
and acceptable. (H. D. Guither, March
1981, “How Farmers View Agricultural
and Food Policy Issues,” University of
Illinois, Champaign; T. Hoban, “Adoption of Conservation Tillage by Lafayette County Farmers, unpublished M.S.
thesis, University of Wisconsin, Madison.)
The doubts of Crosson and Miranowski notwithstanding, there is a strong
likelihood that strengthening the capabilities of soil and water conservation
agencies of state and local government
will favor the targeting strategy, because
generally these agencies are not the “essentially parochial interests,” the political servicing of which has heretofore
militated against targeting.
Leonard C. Johnson
Department of Soil Science
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

More on sludge controversy
Wendell Fletcher’s comment in the
March-April 1982 issue [p. 61 prompts
me to add the point that even if the scientific community were not divided
about the threshold levels of sludge pollutants which define an acceptable risk
to society the political process will and
should define acceptable levels of risk.
Our (the scientific community’s) compe-

tence is only in relating level to consequence. We have no competence in specifying the level of risk that ought to be
and is optimal.
Robert J. Bevins
Department of Agricultural
Economics
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri

Where in Kansas
I just received the January-February
issue of the JSWC and was intrigued by
the cover. My deduction of the location
of the infrared aerial photograph is
more precisely Goodland, Kansas.
As a displaced Kansan, my curiousity
got the better of me. Keep up with the
excellent articles.
Russell W. LaForce
Omaha, Nebraska

Right you are M r . LaForce. Goodland,
Kansas, it is.
Editor

A “balanced” view from Watt?
I recently joined SCSA and began receiving the JSWC (after following it for
a number of years) and was quite surprised to see the article by Mr. James G.
Watt, secretary of the interior, euphemistically titled “A Blueprint for Balance in Public Land Management” in
the January-February 1982 issue. I question whether his statements are in accord with SCSAs motto, “to advance
the science and art of good land use.”
I will not take the time here to dissect
Mr. Watt’s thinly veiled argument for
pro-development interests. However, I
would like to point out some of the “balanced’ ideas that he has put forth since
he took office over one year ago. Since
that time, Mr. Watt has:
Proposed intensive oil and gas exploration leasing on more than 150,000
acres off the coast of California, north
of Santa Barbara. In the process he violated both state and federal coastal zone
management plans.
Proposed similar leases in protected
wilderness areas, such as the Washakie
Wilderness-near Yellowstone Park. He

was stopped from doing so only by a
House Interior Committee moratorium
until 1982, although he secretly managed to let leases in New Mexico’s Capitan Wilderness.
Completely reorganized the Office
of Surface Mining by cutting enforcement staff by 57 percent and thus has
crippled its already meager enforcement
capability.
Proposed a reduction in funding for
the Land and Water Conservation Fund
of $250 million for 1981 and $475 million for 1982. A part of this money goes
towards the acquisition of new parkland.
Created “a climate of abusive intimidation and retaliation in dealing with
people or organizations who disagree
with him and his policies,” as described
by former Wisconsin Senator Gaylord
Nelson (New York Times, February 2,
1982). This is how Mr. Watt expresses
“faith” in his peers.
I hope that many of your readers
were as incensed as I was when I read
Mr. Watt’s article and feel that he has
done the JSWC a great disservice by appearing on its pages under the guise of a
“resource manager.” In the future, I
hope the JSWC will make a concerted
effort to solicit views from professionals
in soil and water conservation, not political rhetoric from Republican Party
fund-raisers.
William W. Simpkins
Austin, Texas

A good issue!
My compliments to you for a job
well-done on the January-February 1982
issue of the JSWC.
The articles by Watt, Block, Jeffords,
Brown, and Sampson were very timely
and most interesting.
Gerald R. Calhoun
Bowie, Maryland

Unique it is!
In the January-February 1982 issue
[p. 23, Bruce P. VanHaveren questioned
the uniqueness of the Iowa Natural
Heritage Foundation. Mr. Van Haveren
refers to “protecting our natural heritage” but continues his letter by discuss-

ing the narrow and specific subject of
“land conservation.” In that regard the
Foundation is indeed not unique. A new
national organization called the Land
Trust Exchange has identified approximately 450 organizations throughout the
United States that are involved in “land
conservation,” that is, land acquisition
and protection.
What does make the Foundation
unique is that we are involved in and
committed to the total sphere of natural
resource management within the State
of Iowa, not simply the acquisition and
protection of natural lands, but equally
important, its soil, water, air, forests,
wildlife habitat, aquatic life, open
space, and archaeological cultural features. The broad scale of reference at
the state level along with its concern for
the management of Iowa’s basic resources of land and water to sustain its
economic viability in fact makes the
Foundation unique. Our programs in
public awareness, education, and research are unparalleled anywhere in the
United States at the state level in a
single organization.
Mr. VanHaveren’s state of Colorado
has recently established a similar organization modeled after the Iowa Natural
Heritage Foundation. It is called Colorado Open Lands. Other states have
made similar inquiries. This would also
lead us to believe we are unique, as
those states inquiring have conducted
exhaustive searches and have “found
nothing like the Iowa Natural Heritage
Foundation.”
The preparation of (1) a book on
Iowa’s natural history in conjunction
with the Iowa Academy of Science, (2) a
Farm of the Native Iowan-the Indian-at the Living History Farms, (3)
the financing of a statewide fisheries inventory, (4) the development of a soil
stewardship program aimed not at government or the landowner but at agribusiness, and (5) the preparation of a
conservation education curriculum in
conjunction with the Iowa Department
of Public Instruction for grades K-12 are
a select few of the Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation’s projects that make us
unique from The Nature Conservancy
and other organizations.
Added to this is the fact that we are
Iowans concerned with Iowa and our
approach to being successful is by in-

volving other Iowans, private organizations, and individuals in resource management projects that benefit Iowans.
If the JSWC wants to concentrate an
article on the single topic of land conservation to give “equal time to all,” such
an article might focus on the new national organization, the Land Trust Exchange.
Robert Buckm aster
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation
Waterloo, Iowa

“Pen Points” is a forum for comment
on published material or land and water

management issue,Y in general. Readers
are invited to express their views in a
letter to the editor. Letters are judged
on clarity of expression and pertinence.
They should be as brief as possible.
Long letters may be shortened.
Editor
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The Ultimate Resource. By Julian L.
Simon. 415 pp., illus., refs., app., index,
1981. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N.J. 08540. $14.50, U.S.
only.
At least since the time of Malthus, resource adequacy has occupied the attention of many authors. Some have made an
enduring contribution to the literature,
while others have persuaded contemporaries of the need for action or inaction. Few
have done both, and many have accomplished neither.
Julian Simon tries to do both in The Ultimate Resource. The book clearly is polemical and takes sharp issue with such
publications as Limits to Growth and The
Population Bomb. While Simon is writing
for the layperson, he refers often to his
more technical writing, and he obviously is
striving for intellectual respectability.
Simon has achieved a measure of success
in reaching a broad audience. The book
has been reviewed in the Washington Post,
New York Times, and Wall Street Journal,
and reviews now are beginning to appear
in a number of scholarly publications. In
this review I confine myself to the quality
of his arguments. I will leave it to those
who have observed him on television talk
shows to judge how effective he is in scoring debating points against environmentalists and family planners-to name two
groups with whom he frequently takes issue.
Simon addresses two major, interrelated
issues. One pertains to natural resource
adequacy. He believes that, for practical
purposes, natural resources are infinite,
not finite. His other concern is with human
population. Here his position is not easily
understood, but he clearly opposes those
who would attempt to stabilize population
growth at some optimum level. He advances a strongly optimistic view of the
human prospect and believes we have
more to fear from stagnation and decline
than from economic growth and over-population. He suggests that economic growth
is more likely to suffer from too little
population growth than from too much.
Simon believes that humans have enormous capacity to adapt, that if a resource
begins to show signs of becoming more
scarce, greater effort will be expended on
discovering more, on becoming more efficient in its use, and on finding substitutes.
He appeals to history to verify his position
and contrasts the methodology of opti-

mists, who cite the falling supply price of
resource services, to that of pessimists who
use an “engineering” approach to forecast
shortages. While there are exceptions, I believe the distinction in methodology is
valid and it tells us something about the
nature of the resource adequacy problem.
It is not possible for anyone to anticipate
the adjustments that humans will make
individually or collectively when faced
with a problem or crisis. The fact that
modern societies have done reasonably
well when confronted with possible shortages is encouraging even if it does not constitute proof that it always will be so.
When we try to project into the future, we
necessarily incorporate into such projections a great deal of contemporary thinking about the availability of resources,
population growth, and technology. Modern computing capacity permits increasingly elaborate systems to be modeled, but
the basic problem remains: What assumptions are made about new knowledge, and
how will that knowledge be applied? And
how will human societies react when confronted with unprecedented problems?
Simon does a better job in pricking the
ballons of those who project disaster than
he does in making his own case for continued abundance. He seems to prefer to do
battle with the more polemical writings of
the doomsayers than to examine carefully
scholarly arguments that are not consistent
with wholehearted optimism. For example, he neglects the work of GeorgescuRoegen, Daly, and Smith and Krutilla.
Also, one would feel better about Simon’s
book if his empirical evidence were more
carefully marshaled. His treatment of alternative energy sources, for example, is
naive and fails to refer to some of the more
substantial literature in the field.
Of course, the question of resource adequacy in any ultimate sense is unanswerable. Like other optimists, Simon points to
the declining costs work of Barnett and
Morse-the classic statement of this potition-to support his case. Yet Barnett and
Morse examined only a relatively short
period (1870-1957) in the broad sweep of
human history. Moreover, there is no assurance that the human knowledge on
which increased efficiency in resource use
is based always will be forthcoming. But it
is this same uncertainty about future
knowledge that undermines the case of the
pessimists. They cannot know how humans
will adjust, discover, invent, and apply

when faced with a difficulty. The optimists
view the uncertainty with faith in human
adaptability; the pessimists look at the
same uncertainty and foresee disaster. In
both cases the outcome hinges on the state
of human knowledge in the future, which
is unpredictable.
Simon’s treatment of the environment is
one of the more unsatisfactory parts of his
book. He fails to distinguish clearly between environmental quality and resource
adequacy. As a consequence his arguments
seem to miss many of the real issues. His
principal evidence that pollution is not a
problem is that life expectancy is improving. He assumes that additional income
can solve any environmental problem,
then concludes that the best way to confront pollution is to have economic
growth.
This glosses over at least two important
considerations. Environmental quality is a
problem because the market cannot be relied upon to provide for environmental
quality. Indeed, this is the classic textbook
case of market failure. A prosperous soc@ty
may address environmental quality by collective action when the problem becomes
obvious, but collective action is not always
effective. An environmental problem may
not be apparent until it has caused great
difficulty. Market incentives that seem to
work well for resource adequacy problems
are absent from collective decision-making
about environmental quality unless they
are provided for explicitly in environmental policy. The fact that life expectancy has
increased is evidence that, on balance, the
environment has become more hospitable
to the human species over time. Such a
view encompasses a very broad view of the
environment, including such life-extending
practices as vaccination and sanitation.- It
tells us nothing of the future, nor does it
prove that past performance could .not
have been better. I am not reassured, by
reading Simon about such possible.-environmental problems as carbon monoxide
accumulation in the atmosphere and the
loss of species (although, if I had not
already been aware of the issue, Simon
would have alerted me to the flimsy empirical base of most discussions of species loss).
Again, I am struck by Simon’s neglect of
the more serious writings on environmental quality coming from those within his
own discipline of economics.
Simon has many controversial things to
say about population. He disapproves of
May-June 1982 163

those who would impose their own values
about population growth on others. He argues that parents should have the right to
make their own decisions about family
size. He supports the dissemination of information that would permit parents to
translate their desires on family size into
practice, even though he recognizes that
parents neither bear all of the costs nor
reap all of the benefits associated with
their children. He is inconsistent in criticizing the “engineering” approach to resource
adequacy and then using simulation results
as a basis for conclusions about the effects
of different rates of population growth.
As is true of his discussion on resource
adequacy, Simon’s exposure of-the reasoning and tactics of those who would limit
population growth is better than his counter arguments.
I believe Simon’s fundamental problem
in his treatment of population is his refusal
to consider the applicability of diminishing
returns to problems of human population.
It is true, as he points out, that every child
coming into the world brings with him a
mind and that every birth that does not occur deprives humankind of the possible
contribution of that increment of human
intelligence. But development and growth
of the mind and knowledge requires other
resources-neither education nor research
are free goods. Thus, some resources used
to feed, clothe, and shelter a larger number
might in part be used to develop the intellectual capabilities of a smaller number.
Simon seems to reject any static concept,
such as diminishing returns, on the
grounds that increased population growth
will result in positive returns to scale. But
no one can know this from the knowledge
available. The failure to even admit the
possibility of diminishing returns or decreasing returns to scale gives rise to the
confusion that I, and I believe others, have
about Simon’s writings on population.
There is a curious gap in Simon’s treatment of the incentives that influence parents when deciding on the number of children they will have. As noted, Simon’s
values cause him to be a strong believer in
parental autonomy in such matters. Yet
surely societies vary greatly in the incentives facing parents: Every nation has at
least an implicit population policy in the
form of laws covering such things as taxes,
social security, and sex equality. Moreover,
because children have social effects-on
education, welfare, and urban congestion,
to name only three-population policy is a
legitimate concern for governments.
It seems to me that the nexus of incentives and social effects forms the essence of
the population policy of a nation, whether
implicit or explicit, but Simon does not address this issue systematically. While I
share Simon’s outrage with the logic and
tactics of some who would impose their
values on others, outrage is no substitute
for a responsible population policy. Disap164 Journal of Soil and Water Conservation

pointment, I fear, awaits the reader who
expects to find the basis for any kind of
population policy in Simon’s book.
Many will find Simon’s book worth
reading. He says some things that need to
be said, and it took courage to say them in
an atmosphere influenced so much by
gloom-and-doom reports. He exposes the
shoddy scholarship and questionable practices of some writers who would convince
us that we are running out of resources at
breakneck speed or that population is a
short-fused bomb. Unfortunately, Simon is
not without fault in arguing a counter position. He throws a few well-placed stones,
but he too lives in a house with much
glass.-EMERY N. CASTLE, Resources
for the Future, Washington, D . C . 20036.
Applied Geography: Selected Perspectives.
Edited by John W. Frazer. 333 pp., illus., refs., tbls., maps, index, 1982.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632. $21.95.
In the United States, geography often is
thought of, at best, as merely a description
of countries and areas, at worst, a listing of
states, capitals, rivers, and physical features. The contributions of geographers to
such diverse fields as city and regional
planning, marketing, environmental geomorphology, remote sensing, planning of
transportation networks, and mitigation of
natural hazards, to name a few, often have
been overlooked. This book should help
dispel such misconceptions about what
geographers can contribute. Unfortunately, it will be read mostly by professional
and student geographers, and it deserves a
wider audience in both the public and private sectors.
In the first chapter, “Applied Geography: A Perspective,” Editor Frazer gives
an excellent overview of current and past
contributions by geographers to many diverse sectors of government and business
and introduces the remaining sections of
the book. A nice touch is the section,
“About the Authors,” which provides a
brief, but informative biographical sketch
of each contributor, including recent and
current activities related to applied geography.
The book is divided into four parts: I“Introduction”; 11-“Applied Geography
in City and Regional Planning”; 111-“Environmental Problems and Applied Geography”; and IV-“Perspectives on Applying Geography.” An epilogue summarizes
the salient points raised in the text. Extensive reference notes and bibliographical citations follow each chapter. Although the
book is not designed as a collection of case
studies, a few well-selected examples of
specific projects are included. As a physical
geographer concerned with agricultural
land use in developing countries, I was
particularly interested in chapter 8, “Geomorphological Considerations in a Man-

agement Plan for Gunong Mula National
Park (Sarawak, East Malaysia),” by
Michael J. Day; chapter 4, “Applied Medical Geography in the Developing World,”
by Surinder K. Aggarawal and Surinder
M. Bhardwaj; chapter 7, “Applications of
Aerial Imaging Technology and Environmental Problems,” by Glen C. Gustafson;
and chapter 12, “Applied Rural Geography,” by Ingolf Vogler.
The book does not attempt to cover all
areas of applied geography. Although geomorpholoy is well represented, other fields
of physical geography such as biogeography, soils geography, climatology, and
water resources geography are only mentioned. Applied urban and economic gtmgraphy receive the greatest emphasis, a
logical bias in that geographers in these
fields have been pioneers in applying geographical principals to problems in government and business.-WALLACE
E.
AKIN, Department of Geography and Geology, Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa 5031 1 .
Public Relations and Communications for
Natural Resource Managers. By James R.
Fazio and Douglas L. Gilbert. 375 pp.,
illus., bibliog., index, 1981. Kendalll
Hunt Publishing Co., Dubuque, Iowa
52001. $19.95.
A favorable climate of public opinion,
or at lest sufferance, must precede successful natural resources management. This, in
a nutshell, is the basic theme of this topical
book by two western college professors.
The authors have combined their copsiderable knowledge of natural resources management with public communications to
create a handbook that should be must
reading for both present and aspiring managers in the field.
James Fazio is an associate professor of
wildland recreation management at the
University of Idaho. Douglas Gilbert was a
professor of wildlife biology at Colorado
State University before his death in 1980
while the book was being written. Public
Relations and Communications for Natural Managers is an expansion of two previous books by Gilbert on public relations
and natural resources management.
The book will interest and benefit communications specialists, but its chief value
will be to the line and staff peop’le who
hold, or will hold, natural resour& management positions in industry or government.
If the book accomplishes nothing more
of benefit to such managers, it underlines
the reality of the public’s desire to know
about how the nation’s resources are being
managed and become involved in these
management activities. The manager’s
first order of business, therefore, should be
to integrate the public “inform-and-involve” component into his or her formal
planning.

With this concept firmly established, the
book goes on to describe the tools and processes available for both informing and involving the public. Particularly notable is
the chapter “Identifying and Working
with Publics,” those both inside and outside the management organization. The
chapter is a valuable, comprehensive
checklist that should help ensure that no
important public segments are overlooked
by managers in planning natural resource
actions or minimizing negative situations.
Public Relations and Communications for
Natural Resource Managers deals with
communications tools and techniques,
from preparation of press releases, to public speaking; from use of the still camera to
staging special events. Even included is a
detailed description of the process of setting up emergency information services in
times of disaster.
One of the most valuable sections of the
book for natural resource managers, however, is that dealing with the role of the
public as active participants, rather than
as passive receivers, in decision-making.
This is a dimension not found in Gilbert’s
previous books on public communications.
The authors advise that the only credible
approach to public involvement is its integration into the decision-making process.
They warn: “Don’t ask for advice unless
you are ready to heed it.”
Fazio and Gilbert conclude that the
manager must be ready to bite the bullet.
The law requires the government manager
to give the public a voice in decisions.
Wisdom dictates a similar approach by the
private-sector manager. If efforts made to
involve the public are cosmetic only, the
hue and cry will be fearsome. Therefore,
the only course for natural resource managers is to make publc involvement a key
element, on par with biological, economic,
and professional judgments.
If public information and involvement
personnel are available to the manager,
they should be brought into the decisionmaking process from the very beginning,
the authors contend. The counsel and expertise of information specialists should be
part of every step in the decision-making
process-from planning to monitoring and
evaluation of decision results, as well as facilitation of acceptance and support for the
decision.
Fazio and Gilbert provide an array of
tools for analyzing issues and defining publics, including the Public Acceptance Assessment and Social Impact Analysis systems now becoming vogue among natural
resource planners.
In summary, the book belongs in every
resource manager’s reference library, first
as a reminder that the public is probably
the most important element in every decision and, second, for its information about
how to work positively with the public.
The authors succumb at times to the researcher’s penchant for scholarly disserta-

tion, and the editors missed some errant
spelling. But the “whats,” “whys,” and
“how-tos” are forthright for any manager
who needs a concise analysis of the important role public information and involvement play in successfully managing the nation’s natural resources.-ROBERT M.
LAKE, U.S. Forest Service, Washington,
D . C . 20013.
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